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Thank you from CoachComm!

We at CoachComm want to thank you for purchasing a Tempest NG Sideline Communications System. We have made every 
effort to build a reliable, intuitive communication system that provides the functionality that you can count on come gameday. 

One of our goals in the design of the Tempest NG System was to build on the advances set forth by the previous NG Series 
System and to provide users with unmatched RF performance.   You will be able to begin using your new Tempest NG System 
with nothing more than the Quick Start Guide. However, to fully benefit from the available features, please read this manual 
carefully. 

We want Tempest NG to make your job easier and your gameday experience to be positive.   To successfully familiarize yourself 
with the many diverse and powerful features Tempest NG offers, it is crucial that you acquaint yourself with the manual. Your 
time spent will help you get the most from your Tempest NG System by making setup quick and easy.

We are committed to providing you with a high quality product that will deliver years of trouble free service. Should you 
experience any problem with your Tempest NG equipment, whether it is under warranty or not, we will be there to take care of 
your needs.

Thank you for choosing CoachComm for your sideline communication needs.
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Introduction

Introduction

In 1991, CoachComm pioneered a new era in sideline communications and CoachComm’s wired systems were quickly recognized 
as the best in the industry.  Since 1997, CoachComm, LLC has been offering wireless products to meet the communications needs 
of the football coaching market beginning with the UC series system. Based on the Telex® BTR/TR 600 digital radios, the UC 
system became the standard for sideline communications for Division 1 football as well as for most professional teams.

While very popular, the UC system was limited with regards to its ability to perform in certain RF environments. Each system has 
two (2) unique operating frequency sets, therefore a team can either be on frequency set “A” or set “B”.  With the proliferation of 
digital television broadcast signals in recent years, UC systems have experienced more RF interference from outside sources. 

In addition to RF considerations, coaches were demanding increased audio quality, more wireless users, and several other 
operational enhancements. Considering all of these factors and operational issues, CoachComm created the new NG series 
system.

The CoachComm NG series system is an advanced, multi layered communication system for football coach communications. 
NG addressed features not included in its predecessor, UC, with features such as frequency agility, an increased number of 
wireless users, substantially better audio quality and a host of other refinements.

Even though the NG series represented a huge improvement with issues surrounding user operation, complexity and continuing 
problems within the frequency spectrum for Part 74 devices, CoachComm elected to develop a new sideline communications 
system that was completely outside of the Part 74 FCC rules and that has enhanced user features and ease of use.  The new 
system is called Tempest NG.  While the wireless portion of the Tempest NG system is new technology, the central infrastructure 
of the Tempest NG system is identical to the previous NG system.  Therefore, the nomenclature of “NG” was retained.

The wired portion of the Tempest NG Series system is designed around the Telex® AudioCom® platform. The AudioCom® 
Platform is the only sports communications system that employs two very important audio concepts: the balanced line concept 
and the transformer isolation concept. 

The AudioCom® system uses a balanced line approach to signal transmission. This means that the system is more forgiving 
on twisted pair and that it is not necessary to “balance” the dry pair as you have to do in unbalanced systems. This makes for 
faster setup and easier configuration changes.  The transformer isolation employed in AudioCom® BeltPacks is one of the most 
important features of the wired system. This transformer, located in each BeltPack, isolates the user from potential sources of 
noise in the dry pair. It may not isolate every noise, but it does remove the most annoying buzzes and crackles associated with 
other systems.

Expandability and adaptability are keys to the Tempest NG system. Users can be put into and taken out of the system without 
affecting other users. In other systems, taking a user out of the line may cause an increase in system volume or a change in 
system impedance resulting in voice quality degradation. In the Tempest NG system, however, adding and removing users is 
virtually transparent.

This is the most advanced intercom system in use today. We highly recommend that you thoroughly read and study this manual. 
Concepts and practical hints on system setup will help you be more efficient in system administration. 
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A/C Power Warning

User should exercise extreme care when working with electricity. Additional care should be used when working with electricity 
outdoors in inclement weather. Keep all electrical connections internal to the system unit and plug the system only into a ground 
fault interrupting circuit.

FCC Information

This unit has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a class A digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. 
These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in 
a commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy, and if not installed and 
used in accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. Operation of this 
equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference, in which case, the users will be required to correct the 
interference at their own expense.  Commensurate with EIRP limits specified in FCC Rules 15.247b, this device may not be 
used with antennas that exceed 9dB of gain in multi-point applications. For use in RF exposure mobile or fixed conditions, the 
antenna(s) used for this transmitter must be installed to provide a separation distance of at least 20 cm from all persons.

Transmitter Module FCCID: HSW-2492

or 

Transmitter Module FCCID: HSW-934

FCC Regulations — CoachComm strongly urges our users of wireless products to research and where applicable pursue licensing 

with the Federal Communications Commission. You may wish to seek qualified legal assistance to assist you in this process. 

You should respect the fact that other frequency users in your area may have a legal right to the frequency you are using. FCC 

regulations stipulate that the end user of this equipment is responsible for lawful use of this product.
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What makes Tempest so different?

CoachComm has been building wired systems for over 16 years and wireless systems for over 11 years to supply quality 
communications to D-1 teams nationwide.  Therefore, CoachComm’s knowledge of wireless technology in the D-1 football arena 
is vast and our experience is deep.  When it came time to build the next generation of equipment to service that industry – 
CoachComm was up to the challenge.

Tempest is so unique that it has taken not only the football world, but other wireless intercom applications by storm!  Simply put, 
Tempest is the world’s first fully featured, 2.4 GHz, frequency hoping spread spectrum wireless intercom.  Tempest now comes 
in a 900 MHz model offering the same features.

Fully Featured

Tempest is the first wireless intercom system to employ the feature set that end users demand.  Some of the unique features 
include:

 » Durable industrial design
 » No FCC license required
 » No frequency coordination required
 » Easy user set-up and operation
 » Multiple battery options
 » Call with vibrate
 » Remote Mic Kill
 » Unlimited number of BeltPacks
 » Remote transceiver
 » And much more..

These features come together to form an incredible product called Tempest.  Tempest wireless is the heart of the Tempest NG 
sideline communications system.  Tempest wireless together with enhanced tools for the wired portion of the system make for 
an incredibly robust, easy to operate system.

2.4 GHz

Previous NG and UC systems have operated in the FCC part-74 band.  Over the past few years, the FCC has been relocating TV 
stations from the old analog domain to the new digital era.  As a part of this process, many of the frequencies used by the NG 
and UC systems have either become over crowded or are no longer a legal option.

CoachComm designed the new Tempest wireless product to operate in the 2.4 GHz frequency band.  This band is open for general 
use and does not require special licensing by the end-user.  In addition, this band is specifically set-aside by the FCC for devices 
such as Tempest that work well together even in a crowded RF spectrum.  The idea is that devices constructed to work in this band 
are supposed to work well even if there are other devices in this same frequency band.

900 MHz

In addition to the 2.4 GHz model, the Tempest family of products now includes a 900 MHz model, Tempest NG900.  The 900 MHz 
model is a technologically-enhancing accessory to existing 2.4 GHz systems, giving users more options on game day.  The user 
inferface is exactly the same as the 2.4 GHz model, therefore no new training is required.  This band is also a license-free band.

Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum

Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) is a means of RF transmission.  In FHSS, the signal hops to various frequencies 
– hence the name.  In doing so, it spreads the data (voice in our case) across a wide area of the RF spectrum.  Devices such as 
Tempest collide constantly with other devices in that frequency spectrum and must have mechanisms built into their protocol to 
allow for data redundancy to provide acceptable user performance.  The particular methods used in the Tempest FHSS protocol 
are covered by seven (7) U. S. patents and represent the state of the art in FHSS technology.
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Block Diagrams

TNG System Block Diagram
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Sideline Unit Block Diagram
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Block Diagrams

Pressbox Unit Block Diagram  
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The Sideline Unit

Sub Components:

1. WAM 10 Wired Assignment Module

2. Tempest BaseStations (1, 2 or 3 units)

3. AC Power Distribution Center

4. Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)

5. PS 4001 AudioCom® Power Supply(s)

6. WIM 8(RD) Wired Interface Module

7. Battery Chargers (inside drawers)

8. Storage Drawers

The Sidelines Unit is a trunk that is placed on the sidelines at or near mid field. It is this Unit that will tie into the stadium “dry 
pair” and distribute the correct signal to each sideline coach.

The Sidelines Unit houses a WAM 10 wired assignment module, a WIM 8 wired interface module, up to three (3) Tempest NG 
wireless base stations, a UPS, intercom power supply(s), battery chargers and storage drawers. Additionally, on the inside rear 
of the unit, connections are made for the dry pair via spring jacks or RJ-14s.

The AC Power Distribution Center is the hub of all of the A/C current in the trunk.  The main system power is located on the 
front of this unit.  This will connect to the stadium power via the supplied cord and supplies power to the battery chargers and 
the Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS).  All other equipment (PS-4001(s), Tempest Wireless BaseStations, and Ringdowns) are 
plugged into the UPS.  Note:  When the user turns on the system via the main power switch, the UPS must then be turned on 
also.  When turning power off to the system, the user must also manually turn off the UPS to avoid a complete discharge. 
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The Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) backs up the system in the event of a power failure. The UPS will keep the system 
operating for approximately 20 minutes before running out of AC back up power. During the back up time, all components of 
the system will function from the AC on the sidelines. The exception being test mode since both ends of the system must have 
power to operate in test mode. During the 20 minute UPS power window, the user should restore AC power from the stadium 
or prepare for wired only operation. AC power must be connected to the pressbox unit for the wired portion of the system to 
function with the absence of AC power on the sidelines. In the event of a complete failure of AC on the sidelines (both from the 
stadium and depletion of the UPS AC) the wireless portion of the system and the ring downs will not function. The wired portion 
of the system will function properly with AC power on either or both ends.

See A/C power warning on page 2.

The Pressbox Unit

Sub Components:

1. PS 4001 AudioCom® Power Supply(s)

2. WIM 8(RD) Wired Interface Module

3. WAM 10 Wired Assignment Module 

The Pressbox Unit is a trunk that is placed in the pressbox in or near the coach’s box. It is the Unit that will tie into the stadium 
“dry pair” and distribute the correct signal to each pressbox coach.

The Pressbox Unit houses a WAM 10 wired assignment module, a WIM 8 wired interface module, and an intercom power 
supply(s). Additionally, on the inside rear of the unit, connections are made for the dry pair via spring jacks or RJ-14s.

Please see the A/C power warning on page 2.
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1. LCD

2. User “soft buttons”, function indicated on LCD

3. Ringdown instrument connections

4. Flexible Combine Modules — FCM (2)

5. Monitor Port

6. Test Enable Switch

7. Connections to local PS 4001 power supply(s)

8. Remote trigger for Combine Circuits

9. Dry pair connections, RJ-14s

10. Connections to WAM 10

11. Power entry for Ringdown Circuits (RD version only)

12. Dry pair connections, Spring Jacks

The WIM 8 (Wired Interface Module, 8 line) and WIM 8(RD) (ring down) are very similar. The WIM 8(RD) is the same as the WIM 
8 but with the addition of integrated generators used for the ringdown circuits. Typically each NG system will have one WIM 8 
(pressbox) and one WIM 8(RD) (sideline). The WIM 8(RD) provides the interface between the stadium wiring and the system. That 
interface is available via spring jacks or RJ-14s (4 wire RJ). The spring jacks are used for those instances when a user needs to 
attach to bare stadium wire. The RJ-14s are the preferred method since they provide plug and play connectivity. 

In addition to connecting to the stadium wiring, the WIM 8(RD) connects to the WAM 10 and the AudioCom® power supplies. The 
WIM 8(RD) also provides for connections for the local ringdown phone instrument, two flexible isolate/combine circuits and a 
monitoring port. During run mode, the LCD will display line status and during test mode, the LCD will show line faults detected.
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WIM 8(RD) Integrated Dry Pair Tester (DPT)

The WIM 8(RD) also features an integrated dry pair tester (DPT). The DPT can only be used in systems where there are two WIM 
8s. If the user had an NG sideline unit and a UC pressbox unit, the DPT will not function.

When two WIM 8(RD)s are connected via dry pair, they can be put into “test mode”. In test mode, the WIM 8(RD)s will test each 
dry pair using DTMF and display the results on the LCD screen. Both WIM 8s must be connected to the dry pair before testing 
can begin.   

Note:  The test mode should ONLY be used before the game. The DPT should NEVER be used during a game because in test 

mode, no communication over the dry pair is possible. However, there is a hard switch on the rear of the WIM 8(RD) that can 

defeat the DPT. If the user wishes to remove all possibility that the system will enter test mode during the game, that switch 

should be turned to the “Disable” position.

Note: AC power is required on both ends of the system for test mode. The WIM 8 will operate with limited functionality without 

local AC, but the DPT will not function.

The user can start test mode from either WIM 8 in the system. To enter test mode, the user presses the two user soft buttons 
under the LCD at the same time and holds them for approximately 5 seconds. The LCD screen will tell the user the results of the 
tests and give options using the soft buttons.

The system will check each pair connected, whether through the RJs or Spring Jacks and report errors in continuity or crosstalk. 

It is important to note that the two units communicate over the first four pairs of wires. If none of the first four pairs of wires are 
connected, the unit will exit test mode and report that no communication could be established with the DPT on the opposite end 
of the system. If any one of the first four pairs is connected to the remote WIM 8(RD) in any of the first four pair positions, the 
unit will enter test mode. At least one of those faults must be corrected before testing can be re-initiated as the two units must 
have at least one good pair to hand shake and begin testing.
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WIM 8(RD) Screens

Menu Structure

Splash Screen — This screen is displayed for a few seconds at power up of a WIM 8 or WIM 8(RD). 

Default Operating Screen — This screen is displayed during normal operation of the WIM 8(RD). The display shows all eight 
communication lines (1) and the status of both +24volt sides of those lines (2). A solid triangle indicates appropriate intercom 
power is present on a particular side of an intercom channel. If the user has a 4 channel NG system, there will be no triangles 
showing under lines 5 through 8. To enter the “TEST MODE”, the user has to depress and hold the buttons (there are two) under 
the display directly below the words “Test” (3) for five seconds. The WIM 8(RD) has a test disable switch on the rear that makes 
it impossible for the unit to go into test mode. If that switch is in the “Disable” position, the display will alert the user and revert 
back to the Default Operating Screen. If test is successfully initiated, the user will see a status screen for approximately 1 minute, 
then the fault screen will display.

Dry Pair Testing Fault Screen — This screen displays the faults found during the dry pair testing. If no faults are detected the 
screen will only show the header information with no detail line items listed below. The local pairs (1) are compared to the 
remote pairs (2) in a matrix. In Screen A, the system is showing that Pair 1 on the local unit corresponds to Pair 3 on the remote 
unit. Screen A also shows that Pair 2 locally is connected to Pair 4 on the remote side of the system. It also shows that lines 3 and 
4 locally are connect to 1 and 2 on the remote end. If there are more than four lines of errors, the soft buttons will change to read 
“NEXT” and “PREV” as is appropriate. The user can use the buttons under PREV and NEXT to scroll through the results. 
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Flexible Combine Module (FCM)

There are two (2) Flexible Isolate/Combine modules located in each WIM 8 and WIM 8(RD). 
This module allows for the combining or isolating of two intercom lines. For example, if 
you wish to have two lines of Offense, i.e. Offense 1 and Offense 2, you may wish for all 
coaches on the Offensive side of the ball to occasionally be in one conversation. A remote 
switch is provided on the end of a cable. The remote is plugged into the WIM 8(RD) in the 
appropriate 5 pin XLR jack. When the switch is activated, the corresponding lines of audio 
are connected and become one conversation. 

There is a two digit thumbwheel per FCM. These are used to select the two lines that you 
wish to combine. While any two lines may be selected, the user cannot repeat any line on 
both FCMs. For example, if FCM #1 is set to 1 2, then FCM #2 cannot be set to 2 3 since 2 
is on both FCMs. This condition will create undesirable audio in the system. 

NOTE: When any FCM is not in use, it should be set to 0 0 to maximize system performance.  Also, the FCMs should be set to the 

desired settings prior to wireless set-up (covered later in this manual).

 

Ringdown Circuits

The Ringdown Circuits are two conventional telephone circuits completely separate from 
the intercom system. A customer supplied telephone is plugged into the Ringdown Circuit 
in the Sideline Unit and another in the Pressbox Unit. When one phone is taken “off hook,” 
the phone on the opposite side rings. 

NOTE: In a UC series system, the ringdown generators were located in the pressbox unit. 

If AC power is lost at a UC series pressbox unit, the ringdown circuits will not function. In 

the NG system, those generators are located in the sideline unit and are therefore on the 

UPS backup in the event of a power failure. If a UC series pressbox trunk is used with an NG 

series sideline, the ringdown generators are omitted from the sideline unit so that the UC 

pressbox generators will work properly.
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WAM 10 Wired Assignment Module

1. Dual Assignment Thumbwheels (1 through 10)

2. Wired back up ports, 6 pin XLR, two line (1 through 10)

3. DA-15 connections for each assignment position (not used in Tempest NG)

4. DA-15 connections to the WIM 8(RD)

The WAM 10 is the module that routes lines, or conversations, to the desired individuals on an NG system. It connects to the 
intercom system through the WIM 8(RD) and from the WIM 8(RD) to the AudioCom® intercom power supplies and the stadium 
dry pair.

The WAM 10 is used to “patch” wired users to specific lines of intercom. The selectors or “thumbwheels” allow for selection of 
talk lines to be made for each user on the system. Each wired user is plugged into the XLR provided under that coach’s setting. 
Should a wireless coach require a wired unit during an outage or “back up” situation, a wired unit can be plugged into the XLR 
provided under that coaches setting. It should be noted, however, that the wireless system and the wired back up can be used 
at the same time. Therefore a user may have up to fifteen (15) wireless users and more users on wired BeltPacks plugged in at 
the same time.

The front of the WAM 10 has ten coach positions, 1 through 10. Each position has a two digit thumbwheel and a 6 pin XLR 
connector. For each coach, the thumbwheel is used to select which lines (conversations) that a coach will have access to. For 
example, if the user has a coach that wants to communicate between lines one (1) and three (3), the left side of the thumbwheel 
for that user would be set to “1” while the right side of that user’s thumbwheel would be set to “3”. If a user has a coach that 
should only communicate on line four (4), both sides of that user’s thumbwheel would be dialed to “4”. In this scenario, the coach 
can move the selector on the BeltPack, but the net result is that he remains on line four.

The WAM 10 routes the selected lines to the 6 pin XLR. The XLR is meant to be used in conjunction with a BP 2002 and a 6 pin, 2 
line cable to provide wired back up for each coach.
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For each wired coach, the user selects the lines that coach is to have access to via the thumbwheel switch and plugs in a wired 
cable and BeltPack directly under that thumbwheel switch.  If you have a problem with that coach’s wireless component during 
the game or during setup, you may choose to put that coach on a wired set by simply plugging in a wired cable and BeltPack 
under that coach’s selector switch.

Make a System Diagram — A very important part of successful system administration is to draw out a system diagram and 
document settings. There are many adjustments on the Tempest NG series, especially if the wireless components are integrated 
into it. We strongly recommend that you spend the time to document your initial settings, so that in a rush, you can get your 
system back in the same configuration time and time again.

If the coach is using a wired BP 1002 single channel BeltPack, an adapter will be required. The adapter will be plugged into 
the 6 pin XLR under his respective thumbwheel and that coach will have access only to the line shown on the left digit of that 
thumbwheel. 

It is important to note that the XLR wired connections provided under each thumbwheel are not tied directly to the wireless 
system. The wireless system and wired beltpack can be used at the same time independent of one another.

The Wired Beltpacks (AudioCom® by Telex®)

The BP 1002 and BP 2002 BeltPacks are the “workhorse” of the wired portion of the system. Each wired user on the system 
must have either a BP 1002 single line or BP 2002 dual line BeltPack. The BeltPack serves as a pre-amp and amp for each user. 
Connections on the BeltPacks include a 4 pin headset connector and a 3 pin (BP 1002) or 6 Pin (BP 2002) XLR for connection to 
the system. For a BP 1002 to work with a WAM 10, the user will have to purchase a 6 pin to 3 pin adapter since the WAM 10 only 
supports 6 pin equipment.

The BeltPacks feature a large volume control and a “Talk” button. This talk button must be activated before that user is heard 
on the system. Additionally, the BP 2002 features a “line” button that allows the user to “toggle” back and forth between two 
different conversations (or lines) on the system.

The wired beltpacks support “Call” functionality.  The new Tempest wireless both accepts and generates compatible call signals.  
When a call is initiated from the wired system, the wireless BeltPacks on that intercom channel will receive a call signal.  When 
the call button on a BeltPack is pressed, that BeltPack will initiate a call signal to all wireless and wired users on that user’s 
currently selected intercom channel.
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Headsets

The headsets actually worn by each user are dynamic microphone headsets.  Previous 
models sold are the PH-100 and PH-200 and the HR-1 and HR-2.  CoachComm now offers 
exclusively the S-Series headsets that feature our SmartBoom® technology.  SmartBoom 
enables a user to effortlessly mute their microphone by simply raising the boom above 
their brow.  Re-enable the microphone by lowering back to the mouth.  All headsets have a 
4-pin XLR connector and are compatible with the Telex® AudioCom® system, as well as with 
Tempest products, and the choice of which unit to use is strictly up to the user.

 Field and Pressbox Cables

Wired users are connected to the Sideline Unit and the Pressbox 
Unit via Field and Pressbox cables. Field cables are generally 100’ 
in length. They can be customized to 125’ or 150’. Pressbox cables 
are generally 25’ in length. There are two variations of each cable: 
single line and dual line. The single line cables (ME 100HD and ME 
25HD) are used in conjunction with the BP 1002 single line BeltPack 
for those users who are to have direct access to only one line (See 
exception in Isolate/combine section). The dual line cables (ME 
100/2HD and ME 25/2HD) are used in conjunction with the BP 2002 
dual line BeltPack for those users who are to have direct access to 
two lines.

Power Supply

Both the Pressbox Unit and the Sideline Unit have integrated power supplies. These power supplies provide power for each 
intercom line. Two PS 4001s are used in 4 line systems (one each in pressbox and on sidelines) and four PS 4001s are used in an 
8 line system (two each in pressbox and on sidelines).

On the inside of the Sidelines Unit and the Pressbox Unit the power supplies are attached to the WIM 8(RD). The NG Series 
system operates optimally with both units plugged into AC current. If you do not have AC power available at both ends of your 
system, it is possible to operate the wired portion of the system with AC power connected to only one end of the system. In this 
mode, however it is important to connect at least four (4) ground wires (two pair) between the sidelines and pressbox units.
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Wireless BaseStation

Tempest NG BaseStation Front Panel

1. Local Headset Connector — Male XLR connector. A dynamic or Electret headset microphone is automatically detected; 
therefore, most brands and types of headsets typically used by coaches are compatible.  A headset plugged into this 
connector is used to monitor audio for this BaseStation.

2. Talk Button — Press to enable the audio from the local headset. ‘Talk/PEAK’ LED will illuminate blue when enabled. A quick 
press and release, latches the Talk button on. Pressing the Talk button again will turn off the headset microphone.

3. Call Button – Press to initiate a call signal to all wired beltpacks and wireless BeltPacks on the intercom channel currently 
selected.  All users on that channel will receive a call signal. 

4. Mic Kill – Press to initiate a mic kill signal to all wireless BeltPacks on the intercom channel currently selected.  Open 
microphones on all wireless users on that intercom channel will be turned off. 

5. Intercom Channel Indicator LEDs – shows the currently selected intercom channel for the local headset connector.

6. Volume and Scroll knob – Use to adjust the volume for the local headset or in the menu-mode, to scroll through menu 
options.  When in the run-mode, pressing the scroll knob changes intercom channels for the local headset user.  In the menu-
mode, pressing the Scroll Knob has the same effect at pressing the enter key.

7. Menu Button - Use to access the menu functions of the BaseStation.

8. Enter Button – Use to accept a selected option or value.  The Enter button is used in conjunction with the scroll knob 
and menu button to navigate the menu system of the BaseStation to change the set-up and operating parameters of the 
BaseStation.

9. Buttons 1-5 – Use to take a shortcut to either a specific BeltPack’s menu screen or to quick-select an option from a menu.

10. LCD Screen – Display for status and menu functions of the BaseStation.

11. Select Button – Use to select one of the eight intercom channels (see #12 below) to adjust intercom levels.

12. Intercom Select LEDs – Indicates the currently selected intercom channel for which the levels of intercom in and out are 
to be adjusted using the in and out knobs (see #13 below).

13. In and Out knobs – Use to adjust the intercom in and out levels for the currently selected intercom channel (#11 and 12 
above).  The level will be shown in the LCD screen (#9)

14. Beltpack Program Connector – Use to program or train a BeltPack to work with a specific BaseStation.

15. USB Connector – Use to upgrade firmware on the BaseStation.

16. Power On/Off Switch – Use to turn the power on and off to the BaseStation.

17. BeltPack Thumbwheels — Use to select the intercom channels to be directed to each BeltPack assigned to this BaseStation.  
The first digit on each thumbwheel adjusts the intercom channel to be routed to the A-position on the BeltPack, the second 
digit to the B-position on the BeltPack and the third digit to the C-button on the BeltPack.  There is a set of three (3) thumbwheels 
for each of the five (5) slots on the BaseStation.

1
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Tempest NG BaseStation Rear Panel

1. A/C Power Inlet— Power input from standard wall current or from the UPS or system power.

2. 2 Wire Intercom ‘Loop Through’ for Channels 1-4 — Male and female 15 pin ‘D sub’ connector to provide input and 
output to ‘Daisy Chain’ multiple units together.  Intercom channels are supplied by connection from the WIM-8 to the WAM-
10 and then to the first BaseStation in the system.  The first BaseStation loops to the second, and the second loops to the 
third.

3. 2 Wire Intercom ‘Loop Through’ for Channels 5-8 — Male and female 15 pin ‘D sub’ connector to provide input and 
output to ‘Daisy Chain’ multiple units together.  Intercom channels are supplied by connection from the WIM-8 to the WAM-
10 and then to the first BaseStation in the system.  The first BaseStation loops to the second, and the second loops to the 
third.

4. Player Announce Output — Male XLR connector provides audio output when the BaseStation is configured to do so.  
Typically triggered by a button on one or multiple BeltPacks.

5. Aux In and Out — Aux In is not available in the Tempest NG system; Aux Out can be enabled within the Wired Intercom 
Settings menu.  This enables selected audio to be routed out of the Tempest NG system and into a recording device or other 
listening device.  Note: This only routes audio from the Tempest NG wireless, not the audio from the wired system.

6. Base Sync In and Out — Used to sync multiple BaseStations for greater RF range and performance.  Note:  Do NOT sync 

a 2.4 GHz model with a 900 MHz model.  This will cause severe wireless performance issues.

7. Relay Connector - Future functionality will provide for triggers for external add-on equipment.

8. Transceiver Connector  - Used to connect the BaseStation to a remote transceiver to be mounted atop the antenna system 
pole.  Each BaseStation must have it’s own transceiver.

1 2 876543
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Wireless Remote Transceiver

In Tempest NG, CoachComm uses the remote transceiver mounted on the antenna mast to get the antennas higher into the air 
for increased performance.  The positioning of the transceiver and the antennas on the transceiver are covered in the Antenna 
System section of this manual.

If a Tempest NG system has three (3) BaseStations, then it will be necessary to use three (3) transceivers.  Each BaseStation 
requires a dedicated transceiver.  The transceiver has two antennas located on the top of the unit and a connection for a CAT-5 
cable for connecting to the BaseStation.  The transceiver will be powered by the CAT-5 cable with current from that transceiver’s 
BaseStation.  

There are four (4) indicator lights on the bottom to indicate receive (RX), transmit (TX), Sync, and Config.   In normal operation, 
the RX and TX lights will flash very rapidly at all times indicating proper operation.  The Sync light will remain on when the 
transceiver is in proper communication with it’s BaseStation.  The Config light will light briefly during start-up, but otherwise 

should never be on since this is only used during technician diagnostics.  Note:  Plug-in the transceivers to the base station 

before powering-up the base station. 

Tempest NG900 
Transceiver (900 MHz)

Tempest NG 
Transceiver (2.4 GHz)
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BaseStation Menu System

Menu Structure - the BaseStation settings are accessed, viewed and changed via the BaseStation menu system. 

Main Status Screen —default run-time screen.  The status of all five BeltPacks is shown with details about current button 
position, battery status, battery alert setting, RF signal strength and BeltPack name. 

Main Menu — displayed when the Menu button is pressed once from the Main Status Screen.  The main menu displays the 
sub-menu areas that organize the various settings and functions of the unit. 

BaseStation Settings —displays the six (6) basic areas of adjustments for the BaseStation user interface including the local 
headset sidetone, local headset Mic Gain, LCD adjustments, BaseStation name, front panel lock-out and the tech menu. 

Sidetone — adjusts the sidetone for the headset plugged in to the local headset connector.  Sidetone is defined as a user’s 
own voice folded back into the user’s headset.  
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Mic Gain — adjusts the input level of the local headset microphone into the BaseStation.  Note that proper Mic Gain setting 
on the BaseStation and each BeltPack is essential for proper system performance.  When Mic Gain is set too high on any 
component, it can cause echo or feedback throughout the system.  The two principal types of headset microphones are 
Electret and Dynamic.  The NG system includes Dynamic headsets.  Tempest wireless products automatically detect which 
type of headset is connected.  The Mic Gain setting for each type is stored in memory.  Always connect a headset before 
setting the Mic Gain.  

LCD Adjustments — adjusts the contrast of the LCD screen.

Name BaseStation — enables the user to designate a name for the BeltPack.  The name is displayed on the main status 
screen.   Use the ENTER button and Scroll knob to change the name.
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Front Panel Lock — The user may desire to lock the buttons on the front of the BaseStation to keep accidental or undesired 
changes from occurring within the menus.  To unlock the base, the user must press and hold the Menu and Enter keys 
simultaneously for two (2) seconds.

Tech Menu — The Tech Menu consists of settings and information vital to the system’s operational status.  Changes to these 
settings can and will affect the operational performance of the system.  It is highly recommended you consult with a 
CoachComm technician before making adjustments in the Tech Menu. 

Consult with a CoachComm technician before making changes to any of the Tech Menu settings!

Radio Configuration - provides access to certain radio settings such as the Network Number, Lockout Key and Transmit 

Power; these settings are set at the factory and should only be changed with the guidance of a CoachComm technician.  

Security Settings - each wireless BaseStation and corresponding BeltPacks should have matching security codes.

Diagnostic Mode - provides a snapshot of BaseStation information such as radio version and firmware. (For more 

information on Diagnostic Mode see page 51 of this user manual.)

Factory Default - allows a user to reset diffferent types of system defaults and settings.

Echo Cancellation - allows the Echo Cancellation within the system to be turned OFF and ON; the default and recommended 

setting is “All ON”.
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Wired Intercom Interface (1-7) - Each wireless BaseStation is connected to the rest of the intercom system via wired 
intercom connections.  This menu allows the user to set levels and options for the external interfaces of the BaseStation.  

Intercom Levels  —  allows the user to control the audio levels between the BaseStation and the wired intercom system.  
Each Tempest BaseStation is capable of supporting eight (8) channels of intercom.  Each Tempest NG system is either four (4) 
or eight (8) channels, but all BaseStations support eight.  Therefore, the user may have a 4-channel system in which case the 
adjustments on this screen for channels 5-8 are not applicable.  

Use the menu (or press the SEL button) to advance to the Intercom Levels screen, and press ENTER to select channel 1.  
Use the SEL button to select each channel in turn and use the “IN / OUT” knobs on the front of the base to adjust the audio 
volume IN to (how wired users sound to the wireless users) or OUT from (how wireless users sound to the wired users) the 
wireless base station. 

The default settings are:
 » IN 09
 » OUT 09
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Auto-Null - Nulling is required to electronically balance an audio device, in this case a BaseStation, with a 2-wire intercom 
system.  This procedure MUST NOT be performed while the system is in use in a game environment.  All users will hear 
nulling-tones during the adjustment and sounds from users can interfere with the process. 

 » Ensure all wired and wireless devices are connected before nulling.

 » Ensure that ALL TALK buttons on the system are deactivated (off) before nulling.

 » Null each BaseStation, one at a time, whenever there is excess echo audible to the wireless users.   

 » With dry pairs connected, and power provided to both the sideline and pressbox units perform the dry pair test from 
page 12, to assure good connections. 

 » Use the menu to advance to Auto-Null and press ENTER.  You should see the channel indicator LEDs automatically 
advance from channel 1 through channel 8.  

 » Press MENU to go back one level and test for echo.  Echo cancellation software is inactive while in the nulling screen, 
and must be re-activated to test system operation.  To test, use the BaseStation front panel headset and count to five on 
all eight channels listening for your own echo.  The first few words may have echo that will be eliminated by software 
as you speak.

 » In the event that some echo persists, advance to the Manual Null screen, use the “SEL” button to advance to the desired 
channel, adjust the “IN” knob one null increment higher or lower and test again.  Use this method to fine tune by trial 
and error.

 » Press MENU repeatedly to exit to the operational screen.
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Manual-Null – This is an operation that should only be used by CoachComm personnel during troubleshooting.  Nulling is 
required to electronically balance an audio device, in this case a  BaseStation, with a 2-wire intercom system.  This procedure 
MUST NOT be performed while the system is in use in a game environment.  All users will hear nulling-tones during the 
adjustment and sounds from users can interfere with the process.

 

Aux Out Settings – This feature enables the routing of selected audio channels out of the Tempest NG system to an external 
device.
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Player Announce – The Player Announce function in the Tempest NG BaseStation is used to send a wireless BeltPack 
microphone signal to a dedicated external audio output.  When the wireless user presses the Player button on the BeltPack, 
their audio is re-routed from the selected intercom channel(s) and is sent to the BaseStation rear panel Player connector. In 
addition, a relay closure contact is available on the RELAY connector on the back of the BaseStation. Pressing the Player 
button enables the headset microphone regardless of the status of the Talk buttons.  If enabled, all BeltPacks can access this 
feature, but only one user at a time.

The Player Announce output connector is an XLR-3M.  It is balanced and transformer isolated and outputs nominal line level 
audio from -4 to +8 dBu. The Player Announce connector output level can be adjusted at the Player Announce screen.

In addition, the Player button may be configured to also control an additional relay unique to the users BeltPack. See the 
GPO Relay section for more details.

Mic Kill Settings - The Mic Kill button disables all wireless mics (enabled TALK buttons) on a system when the button is 
pressed.  This feature is capable of being fully enabled, or completely disabled.

Call Settings - The Call feature allows a user to send a tone or vibration to other users on the same channel as a way to get 
their attention.  The Call function can be set to fully enabled, completely disabled, or set to only send signals to the internal 
wireless or wired portions of the system.
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BeltPack Settings (1-17) – The BeltPack Settings menu allows you to access and adjust settings for any BeltPack from the 
BaseStation.  You will be prompted to select a BeltPack prior to the menu options appearing.
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Talk Button – The talk button on top of the BeltPack may be set to either Latch, Momentary, or Disable.  Latch means that 
with a quick press and release, the talk button will stay active.  Momentary means that when released, the talk button always 
turns off.  Disable means that the user on that BeltPack cannot talk at all.  Note:  when in the Latch mode, it operates in an 
intelligent manner.  With a quick press and release, the talk button will change states – i.e., if on, it will turn off; if off, it will 
turn on.  However, if the user presses and holds the button, the unit assumes that the user wishes the button to turn off when 
released.  This is useful for users that talk infrequently since any used microphone adds additional background noise for all 
of the other users.

C-Button – The C-button on top of the BeltPack may be set to either Latch, Momentary, or Disable.  Latch means that once 
pressed and released, the C-button will stay active.  Momentary means that when released, the C-button always turns off.  
Disable means that the user on that BeltPack cannot access the C-channel at all.  Note:  when in the Latch mode, it operates 
in an intelligent manner.  If the user presses and releases, the C-button will change states – i.e., if on, it will turn off; if off, it 
will turn on.  However, if the user presses and holds the button, the unit assumes that the user wants the button to turn off 
when released.

   

Mic Gain – This is the input level of the headset microphone into the BeltPack.  Note that proper Mic Gain setting on the 
BaseStation and each BeltPack is essential for proper system performance.  When Mic Gain is set too high on any component, 
it can cause echo or feedback throughout the system.  The two principle types of headset microphones are Electret and 
Dynamic.  Tempest wireless products automatically detect which type of headset is connected.  The Mic Gain setting for each 
type is stored in memory.  Always connect a headset before setting the Mic Gain.  
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Sidetone – This screen is used to change the sidetone for the BeltPack’s headset.  Sidetone is defined as a user’s own voice 
folded back into the user’s headset.  

Volume Limit - The user can set minimum and maximum volume levels for this BeltPack.  This is useful to keep a BeltPack 
user from accidentally turning-down their volume so low that they cannot hear or so high that the create feedback into the 
system.  Great care should be exercised in this setting since an incorrect setting could result in a user not being able to hear 
at all, or not being able to adjust their volume local at the BeltPack.

Player Announce - The BaseStation can support external audio feeds and relay triggers for features such as player 
communications or alerts.  On this screen, the user can setup the Player Announce audio and relay functions.  The audio is 
set-up to either be momentary (when the CC button is pressed) or disabled.  The relay can either be enabled or disabled. 
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Call Alert - Call is a non-audible signal transmitted along an intercom channel.  Depending on the gear involved, the call 
can be interpreted by a user, by lights, tones, or in the case of the Tempest BeltPack, as a vibration.  This screen allows the 
user to determine the action taken by the BeltPack when a call is received.  Audible will create a tone in the connected 
headset, Vibrate will cause the BeltPack to vibrate when a call is received, or Both can be selected. 

Call Button - The user may enable or disable the button that initiates a call from this BeltPack to other users on that intercom 
channel.  If disabled, the user of that BeltPack cannot initiate a call to anyone, but may be able to receive call signals 
depending on the settings in “Call Function” above.

Select Relay – Select the unique relay to be activated with the BeltPack.

Relay Button – Select the button that will activate the unique relay.  The primary function of the button may need to be 
disabled.
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Lock Keys – To avoid accidental and undesirable setting changes occurring during use, the user may choose to lock the keys 
on the front of the BeltPack so that it requires a more deliberate action to make changes to the settings of the BeltPack.  Lock 
always locks Menu, Enter, CC and Call.  The other lockable keys (the options on this menu) include Volume and Talk.  To unlock 
all keys, the user must press and hold the Menu and Enter buttons at the same time for two (2) seconds.

Battery Alert – When the battery on a BeltPack goes below 10% capacity, an alert is possible.  That audible alert can be 
Enabled or Disabled.  If this feature is Enabled, the user will hear a ‘tone’ in the headset of that BeltPack.  If the feature is 
Disabled, no tone will be heard.

LCD Light – Enable or Disable the LCD Light.

Talk LEDs – Select the brightness of the Talk Button and C-Button LEDs on the top of the BeltPack.
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Name BeltPack – Set the name of the BeltPack. This name is displayed on the front of the BeltPack and on the corresponding 
‘slot’ on the BaseStation connected to that BeltPack.

Base Slot Assignement – Assign BeltPack to designated Base Slot Assignment.

Volume Press – Enable or Disable the Volume Press feature.  Volume Press (if enabled) requires the user to press the 
volume knob, while turning it, to increase or decrease the volume level.

Talk Tones - This feature will enable or disable a tone each time the TALK button is pressed.
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Mode Setting - Select Normal or Shared Mode of operation.  In Normal Mode, up to five BeltPacks can operate in full-time 
listen and talk back capabilities with one BaseStation.  While in Shared Mode, there can be an unlimited number of “shared” 
BeltPacks operating in full-time listen and momentary talk mode on one BaseStation.

When in Shared Mode, the “shared” BeltPacks operate on a single channel in the fifth slot of the BaseStation, while up to four 
BeltPacks can operate in Normal mode with full-time listen and talk back capabilities.  To designate the “shared” channel, use 
the left dial of the fifth (far-right) thumbwheel on the BaseStation operating in Shared Mode.
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Wireless BeltPack

The Tempest NG Wireless BeltPack is to be worn by a user on the sidelines. This BeltPack communicates directly to its corresponding 
BaseStation. All wireless users are connected together through the wired system via the wireless BaseStations and the WIM 8. 

There are controls for ON/OFF/Volume and a Talk button. Each wireless user can have the ability to toggle between three intercom 
lines (i.e. Offense A and Defense B, or special teams C). There are user definable configurations for these buttons, so users should 
study the programming section of the BeltPack portion of this manual. Lights are provided for Talk and battery/over modulation. 
Other settings are accessed through the LCD and menu structure of the BeltPack. The BeltPack will function approximately 8 
hours using rechargeable lithium-polymer batteries and approximately 3-3.5 hours using three (3) standard AA alkaline batteries.

1. Volume Knob – Controls the overall listening level for the headset connected to the bottom of the BeltPack.

2. “CC” Button – Used for Player Announce and QB communications.

3. A/B Knob – Selects between the users A and B intercom channels.  

4. Menu Button – Accesses the Menu for the BeltPack for adjusting various parameters and settings.

5. Enter Button – Used in conjunction with the Menu button to navigate the menus within the BeltPack.

6. Call Button – Used to initiate a call signal to other users on the currently selected intercom channels.

7. Belt Clip – Used to mount the BeltPack on the users side.

8. Power Button – Turns the BeltPack power on and off.  Press and hold for 5 seconds to turn on the unit, or press and hold 
for 7 seconds to turn off the unit.

9. Battery Door and Compartment - Used to cover the rechargeable lithium polymer or AA batteries currently installed.

10. C-Button – Selects the C channel for the user, can either be off, momentary or latching depending on the settings within 
the menu.

11. Talk Button – Activates and deactivates the microphone on the headset connected to the BeltPack.  The Talk button can 
either be off, momentary or latching depending on the settings within the menu.  

Front Back
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BeltPack Battery System

The BeltPack can be powered in two ways:  a rechargeable lithium-polymer battery or three (3) standard AA alkaline batteries.  

Rechargeable Lithium-Polymer System     Standard Alkaline AA Batteries

The Tempest NG system typically is shipped with two (2) rechargeable lithium-
polymer batteries for each of the BeltPacks in the system.  When fully charged, one 
of these batteries will power a BeltPack for approximately 8 hours of normal use.  
The batteries can be charged either inside the BeltPack with an external power 
supply or by using the 5-bay rapid charger.  The batteries require approximately 
2.5 hours to charge from empty.  Take care to insert the battery with the contacts 
facing down into the BeltPack and oriented such that the contacts on the battery 
will line-up with the contacts inside the BeltPack battery compartment.

The 5-bay charger system(s) are located in the drawers of the sideline unit.  Up to five 
(5)    Tempest NG lithium-polymer batteries may be charged at the same time using the 
5-bay charger.  If completely drained, the batteries will require approximately 2.5 hours 
to completely charge to full capacity.  If charger(s) overheat, it will need to be moved to 
a cooler area to charge batteries properly.   It is important to note that the chargers do 
NOT run from the UPS (uninterruptible power supply) inside the sideline trunk.  For the 
batteries to charge in the 5-bay charger, the sideline unit must have external AC power.   

The BeltPack may also be powered by three (3) alkaline AA batteries.  CoachComm recommends that only  major brand, standard 
alkaline batteries should be used for maximum reliability and effectiveness.  The user should expect approximately 3-3.5 hours 
of operation using new alkaline AA batteries.

There are several considerations the user should take into account when using AA batteries.  In cold weather, AA batteries do 
not release their stored energy completely so the result is a dramatic reduction in operation time.  It would not be uncommon to 
have a AA only last 50% of it’s original life when used in very cold situations.  Also, the user should remove the AAs when not in 
use to avoid potential damage from leaking battery acid that can sometimes occur in these type batteries.
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BeltPack Menu System

The BeltPack settings are accessed, viewed and changed via the BeltPack menu system.  

Main Status Screen —default run-time screen.  The status of the BeltPack is shown with details about current button position, 
battery status, battery alert setting, RF signal strength, BaseStation name and BeltPack name. 

Main Menu — displayed when the Menu button is pressed once from the Main Status Screen.  The main menu displays the 
various sub-menu areas that organize the various settings and functions of the unit.

Select Base — Each BeltPack can remember the last 8 BaseStations to which it was connected.  The user can move from one 
BaseStation to another by selecting it in this menu.  Care should be exercised when moving BeltPacks from one BaseStation 
to another since other settings must be taken into account. 
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Lock Keys — To avoid accidental and undesirable setting changes occurring during use, the user may choose to lock the keys 
on the front of the BeltPack so that it requires a more deliberate action to make changes to the settings of the BeltPack.  Lock 
always locks Menu, Enter, CC and Call.  The other lockable keys (the options on this menu) include Volume and Talk.  To unlock 
all keys, the user must press and hold the Menu and Enter buttons at the same time for two (2) seconds.

Battery Alert — When the battery on a BeltPack goes below 10% capacity, an alert is possible.  That audible alert can be 
Enabled or Disabled.  If this feature is Enabled, the user will hear a ‘tone’ in the headset of that BeltPack.  If the feature is 
Disabled, no tone will be heard.

LCD / LED Settings — This menu gives the user the ability to set the LCD backlight to Enable or Disable and the LEDs behind 
the Talk and C-buttons to High, Medium, Low or Off.
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Set Controls  — The user may change various settings on the BeltPack including Talk Buttons, C-Button, Mic Gain, Sidetone, 
Volume Limit, Player announce, Call Alert, Call Button, Select Relay, Relay Button, Wireless ISO, and Volume Press.

Talk Button — The talk button on top of the BeltPack may be set to either Latch, Momentary, or Disable.  Latch means that 
with a quick press and release, the talk button will stay active.  Momentary means that when released, the talk button always 
turns off.  Disable means that the user on that BeltPack cannot talk at all.  Note:  when in the Latch mode, it operates in an 
intelligent manner.  With a quick press and release, the talk button will change states – i.e., if on, it will turn off; if off, it will 
turn on.  However, if the user presses and holds the button, the unit assumes that the user wishes the button to turn off when 
released.  This is useful for users that talk infrequently since any used microphone adds additional background noise for all 
of the other users. 

C-Button — The C-button on top of the BeltPack may be set to either Latch, Momentary, or Disable.  Latch means that once 
pressed and released, the C-button will stay active.  Momentary means that when released, the C-button always turns off.  
Disable means that the user on that BeltPack cannot access the C-channel at all.  Note:  when in the Latch mode, it operates 
in an intelligent manner.  If the user presses and releases, the C-button will change states – i.e., if on, it will turn off; if off, it 
will turn on.  However, if the user presses and holds the button, the unit assumes that the user wants the button to turn off 
when released. 
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Mic Gain — This is the input level of the headset microphone into the BeltPack.  Note that proper Mic Gain setting on the 
BaseStation and each BeltPack is essential for proper system performance.  When Mic Gain is set too high on any component, 
it can cause echo or feedback throughout the system.  The two principal types of headset microphones are Electret and 
Dynamic.  Tempest wireless products automatically detect which type of headset is connected.  The Mic Gain setting for each 
type is stored in memory.  Always connect a headset before setting the Mic Gain.  

Sidetone — This screen is used to change the sidetone for the BeltPack’s headset.  Sidetone is defined as a user’s own voice 
folded back into the user’s headset.  

Volume Limit - The user can set minimum and maximum volume levels for this BeltPack.  This is useful to keep a BeltPack 
user from accidentally turning-down their volume so low that they cannot hear or so high that the create feedback into the 
system.  Great care should be exercised in this setting since an incorrect setting could result in a user not being able to hear 
at all, or not being able to adjust their volume local at the BeltPack. 

Player Announce - The BaseStation can support external audio feeds and relay triggers for features such as player 
communications or alerts.  On this screen, the user can setup the Player Announce audio and relay functions.  The audio is 
set-up to either be momentary (when the CC button is pressed) or disabled.  The relay can either be enabled or disabled. 
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Call Alert - Call is a non-audible signal transmitted along an intercom channel.  Depending on the gear involved, the call 
can be interpreted by a user by lights, tones or in the case of the Tempest BeltPack, as a vibration.  This screen allows the user 
to determine the action taken by the BeltPack when a call is received.  Audible will create a tone in the connected headset, 
Vibrate will cause the BeltPack to vibrate when a call is received, Both will create a tone and vibrate, or Disabled can be 
selected to turn this feature off.

Call Button - The user may enable or disable the button that initiates a call from this BeltPack to other users on that intercom 
channel.  If disabled, the user of that BeltPack cannot initiate a call to anyone, but may be able to receive call signals 
depending on the settings in “Call Function” above.

Select Relay – Select the unique relay to be activated with the BeltPack.

Relay Button – Select the button that will activate the unique relay.  The primary function of the button may need to be 
disabled.
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Wireless ISO – This feature is disabled for the Tempest NG application.

Volume Press - Enable or Disable the Volume Press feature.  Volume Press (if enabled) requires the user to press the volume 
knob, while turning it to increase or decrease the volume level.

Talk Tones - Enable or Disable the Talk Tone.  When enabled a audible tone is heard in the headset when the Talk Button is 
activated or deactivated.

Belt Settings — There are two areas within the Belt Setting section.  One is Name BeltPack.  This name is displayed on the 
front of the BeltPack and on the corresponding ‘slot’ on the BaseStation connected to that BeltPack.  The other is the Tech Menu.  
The Tech Menu consists of settings and information vital to the system’s operational status.  Changes to these settings can and 
will affect the operational performance of the system.  It is highly recommended you consult with a CoachComm technician 
before making adjustments in the Tech Menu. 
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Consult with a CoachComm technician before making changes to any of the Tech Menu settings!

Radio Config - provides a snapshot of certain radio settings such as the Network Number and Lockout Key; these settings 
are assigned by the BaseStation to each BeltPack during the pairing process.  These settings cannot be changed at the 
BeltPack.  If a change is required, the BaseStation must be changed and then all corresponding BeltPacks be “re-paired” to it 

for the updated settings.  These should only be changed with the guidance of a CoachComm technician.  

Security - each wireless BaseStation and corresponding BeltPacks should have matching security codes.

Diagnostics - provides a snapshot of BeltPack information such as radio version and firmware.

Set Defaults - allows a user to reset different types of system defaults and settings strictly related to the BeltPack.

Base Slot - each BeltPack must have its own “slot assignment” for the BaseStation to which it is paired.  Slots 01 - 05. 

Mode Setting - There are two operating modes that a BeltPack can operate - Normal and Shared Mode.  In Normal Mode, 
a BeltPack has full-time listen and talk capabilities.  When a BeltPack is in Shared Mode, it has full-time listen capabilities but 
operates in a momentary talk mode.  Only one Shared BeltPack can utilize the talk path at any given time.  If the talk path is in 
use by another BeltPack, the user that presses TALK will get a busy signal.  

All Shared BeltPacks register with the fifth slot of the corresponding BaseStation, while the first four slots occupy BeltPacks 

operating in Normal Mode.  Shared BeltPacks will not display on the BaseStation status screen.  Note:  The BaseStation must 

be set to Shared Mode as well.  

Delete Base - This feature allows you to remove BaseStations that the BeltPack has been paired up with.  
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Antenna System

The Antenna System is comprised of an antenna mast, a transceiver for each BaseStation and connecting cables.

The transceivers are mounted onto the pole at the highest possible point for each unit.  However, it is important that each 
transceiver be at a unique height on the pole.  In other words, do not put two transceivers on the pole in such a way that they 
would block the antennas from each other or for any transceiver.  See below for proper mounting hierarchy in relation to varying 
models.

Once mounted, the antennas for each transceiver should be placed at a 45 degree angle (see image to left), with one antenna 
pointing towards the 50-yardline and the other antenna pointed in the opposite direction.  In the case of the 900 MHz model, 

each transceiver has only one antenna and it should be positioned at 45 degrees facing the 50-yardline.  Use only approved 

antennas to avoid possible FCC violations!

Each transceiver is then connected to a corresponding BaseStation via the provided standard CAT-5 ethernet cable.  Take care to 
route the cables such that they are not pinched or bent aggressively.

IMPORTANT:  Connect the transceivers to the BaseStations when the BaseStation is powered OFF.  If you connect the transceiver 
when the base is turned ON, it will not be recognized until you power-cycle the BaseStation.

 Antenna Pattern

2.4 GHz and 900 MHz 900 MHz and UHF 2.4 GHz and UHF

Remote Transceiver/Antenna Orientation and Heirarchy

2.4 GHz, 900 MHz,
and UHF

Rx

Tx

Rx

Tx
Rx

Tx
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On The Sideline

• Establish a firm foundation — Place the unit on the sideline as close to midfield as possible considering AC current 
location, dry pair location and other sideline equipment. The unit should be placed so that if it should rain, the unit will not 
become flooded.  Take care to position the unit so that the dry pair and AC connections will not be in a walkway or cause 
undue hazard to players or support staff.

• Remove the front and rear covers — The front and rear covers of the unit are removed by releasing the four latches, two 
on each side of each cover. Set the covers aside but near the system in the event of rain or adverse conditions.

• Connect Dry Pair and Ground Pair — Using either the RJ-14 or the spring jacks (not both), connect the dry pairs. 

 » IF USING SPRING JACKS — connect twisted pair wire to the spring jacks on the rear of the WIM 8(RD). The spring jacks 
are labeled left to right as Line 1 through 8, Ground, Ground, Ring1, Ring2. Take care not to allow the conductors to touch 
while making the connections on the spring jacks.  These connections are NOT polarity sensitive meaning that the two 
wires connected to “1” on the sideline can be connected to “1” in the pressbox either direct or crossed.

 » IF USING RJ-14 CONNECTOR — The RJs are located inside the trunk, on the back of the WAM 8(RD). Be aware that you 
must have RJ-14, 4 wire jacks. If the system is connected using RJ-11, 2 wire jacks, you will have only lines 2, 4 and 6, 8 
(6 and 8 are optional) and ringdown circuit 2.

• Install Antennas on Antenna Mast — Remove the transceiver(s) and mast from their storage space. Attach the CAT-5 
wires to each antenna. Clamp the antennas into position on the mast. The antennas on each transceiver should be oriented 
at a 45 degree angle with one pointed at the 50-yardline and the other pointing in the opposite direction.  If the system has 
multiple BaseStations, then the user will have multiple transceivers.  The user should place the transceivers such that they 
are as high as possible on the mast, yet such that they are not touching other transceivers or interfering with the antennas 
on another transceiver.  In the case of the 900 MHz model, each transceiver has only one antenna and it should be positioned 
at 45 degrees facing the 50-yardline.

• Connect AC Power to Unit — Unwind the power cord from its storage place. Plug the cord into the AC current at the 
stadium. If you must run an extension cord, make sure to secure the cord in such a fashion as to not be a safety hazard for 
people walking over it. Also, if rain is even a remote possibility, insure that the cable is water protected. Please read the A/C 
power warning on page 2. Exercise extreme caution when handling A/C power, especially in inclement conditions.

• Verify WIM 8(RD) operation — When AC power has been connected to the unit, the WIM 8(RD) should show an initialization 
screen on the LCD display. The display will indicate the status of each line in the system. (The WIM 8 will also test the dry 
pair, but a WIM 8s must be connected to BOTH ends of the dry pair to put the system into test mode. See “Testing Dry Pair 
with WIM 8s”).

• Burn In All Wireless Base Stations and BeltPacks — Verify that all BaseStations and all BeltPacks are communicating. If 
power is not already on, turn on the power to each wireless BaseStation. Turn on the power to each BeltPack. This procedure 
is intended to start a “burn in” period in which you test the system prior to game time.  Make sure that you have enough 
batteries on hand to completely change out the batteries immediately before the game. The average life on a new set of “AA” 
Alkaline batteries is approximately 3-3.5 hours and the average life of a fully charged lithium polymer battery is 8 hours. 

• Connect a Wired BeltPack — Connect one wired BeltPack (BP 2002) to the system using the 6 pin connector labeled 
“Monitor” on the front of the WIM 8(RD). Connect a headset to the BeltPack. Select “1/2” on the Monitor thumbwheel. This 
will be used to test the wired portion of the system.

Once the Sideline Unit is configured as above, proceed with setup of the Pressbox Unit. It is desirable to have someone stay with 
the Sideline unit to assist in the verification of dry pairs.
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In The Pressbox

• Establish a Good Location — The Pressbox Unit should be placed so that it is on a firm footing. If possible, place the unit 
far enough away from the coaching area so that drinks and food, or other damaging elements, will not effect its operation. 
The location should be near the dry pair connections and near an AC wall outlet. Remember that the cables, including the 
isolate/combine cables, from the unit to the coaches are 25’ long.

• Remove the front and rear covers — The front and rear covers of the unit are removed by releasing the four latches, two 
on each side of the cover. Set the cover aside.

• Connect Dry Pair and Ground Pair — Using either the RJ-14 or the spring jacks, connect the dry pair. 

 » If USING SPRING JACKS — connect twisted pair wire to the spring jacks on the rear of the WIM 8. The spring jacks are 
labeled left to right as Line 1 8, Ground, Ground, Ring1, Ring2. Take care not to allow the conductors to touch while 
making the connections on the spring jacks. These connections are NOT polarity sensitive meaning that the two wires 
connected to “1” on the sideline can be connected to “1” in the pressbox either direct or crossed.

 » If USING RJ-14 CONNECTOR — The RJs are located inside the trunk, on the back of the WAM 8. Be aware that you must 
have RJ-14, 4 wire jacks. If the system is connected using RJ-11, 2 wire jacks, you will have only lines 2, 4 and 6, 8 (6 and 
8 are optional) and ringdown circuits 1 and 2.

• Connect AC Power to Unit — Local AC power is required to test the dry pair using the WIM 8 test mode. Please read the 
A/C power warning on page 2.

• Verify WIM 8(RD) operation — When AC power has been connected to the unit, the WIM 8(RD) should show an initialization 
screen on the LCD display. The display will indicate the status of each line in the system. (The WIM 8 will also test the dry 
pair, but a WIM 8 must be connected to BOTH ends of the dry pair to put the system into test mode. See “Testing Dry Pair 
with WIM 8s”).

• Talk Test the First line — Once you have made the proper dry pair connections on the sideline unit and the Pressbox unit, 
you should test the first line by plugging in a BP 2002 BeltPack into Monitor (set thumbwheel to “1/2”) and talk to the person 
on the sidelines. If you are using the RJ-14s, test the second line as well. Then test for crosstalk by having the other person 
stay on line 2 while you talk on line 1. If you have crosstalk, there are three possibilities: the dry pair is crossed in the stadium, 
the Isolate/Combine Module is active (See related section below), or you have a system unit problem.

• Connect, Configure and Test the Flexible Combine Modules (FCM) — Once you have established that your talk lines 
are in working order, connect the isolate/combine switch cords to the front of the pressbox panel. In one position (marked 
by a dot on the switch) the switch should combine the corresponding lines. In the other position the switch should separate 
the lines. The user may set up the FCM to combine any two lines via the thumbwheels on the WIM 8. Please note, there are a 
total of four (4) FCMs in the NG system, two on the sidelines unit and two in the pressbox unit. Any unused FCMs should be 
set to “0/0”. Also, a particular line can only be selected on one FCM. That means if you set up one FCM to “1/2” and another 
to “2/5”, undesired results will occur since “2” was used in both FCMs…

• Ringdown Circuits —Test and verify the correct operation of the ringdown circuits. Also, after completing ringdown 
testing, double check the regular intercom lines to insure that they have not been affected by the power up of the pressbox 

unit and the connection and implementation of the ringdown circuits.  NOTE: The ringdown circuits will not function if there 

is no AC power available to the sideline unit. This power can come from an external outlet or via the UPS. If the unit is not 

connected to AC power, and the UPS is discharged, the ringdown circuits will not function.

Once you have followed the previous steps, proceed to set up a complete wired system. This should be done regardless of the 
planned use of wireless components. This will insure that, should you have a problem with the wireless part of the system; the 
wired system will be in place. Always plug the pressbox unit into A/C power. Now you are ready to proceed to wireless system 
setup.
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Wireless Component Set Up and Integration

The wireless portion of the Tempest NG Series is an add on to the wired system. If the wired system is not set up properly or if 
there is a problem with the dry pair or any aspect of the wired system, the wireless portion may not work correctly.

Each BaseStation and its corresponding five (5) BeltPacks must be tested thoroughly to insure proper operation. The steps 
outlined below are to be performed to each system in turn. Begin with BaseStation #1:

• Walk Test the BeltPack — Walk testing is very important. If a user tests the units only standing right beside the system unit, 
he may not discover potential frequency problems. Spread your beltpacks out  along the bench area so they are not piled 
on top of one another.  Walk test each unit from one end of the coach’s box to the other at a minimum. Effective system 
administrators walk the units on the entire grass surface. Listen carefully on both the BaseStation and BeltPack for “drop 
out”. Should you have an unacceptable amount of drop out or if the signal sounds poor, you may wish to change antenna 
location.  If a sub-system still does not function properly, set it aside for work later. Remember not to turn off power to the 
unit, but turn off the Talk button for the unit. 

• If there is noticeable echo on some channels of the wireless components, “manual null” the channel as described on page 
28 under NULL.

• If all wireless or all wired users sound too loud or too quiet to the other, use the Intercom Levels menu option to adjust the 
volume, as described on page 26 under Intercom Levels.

• Turn Off the “Talk” On All BaseStations and BeltPacks — Now that setup of this particular wireless is complete, turn off the 
“Talk” button on the BeltPack. This will keep background noise to a minimum. The user should NOT turn off the power to the 
BeltPack, only the Talk button. Repeat the above steps for all wireless units. NOTE:  Also make sure that all talk lights on all 
wired Beltpacks are off during testing.

Re-test All Units — After you have completed the sub-system adjustments, you should go back and walk test the units again.  If 
you find that previously working units are now working incorrectly, you should re-evaluate the changes made above. 

If any unit is deemed not usable, turn off the power to that BeltPack and store the BeltPack away. It is entirely likely that you will 
be able to use that unit next week in a different location or under different conditions.

If you are experiencing issues across a particular BaseStation, do NOT power it off as this may disrupt the BaseStation 
synchronization that is present across the system.  Instead of powering off the BaseStation, unplug the unit’s Remote Transceiver 
and power off the corresponding BeltPacks.  This will eliminate the RF from the environment, but keep Base Sync in tact through 
the BaseStation.

Do NOT sync 2.4 GHz and 900 MHz models together.  This will cause major performance issues with your wireless communications.  
Separate models can and should have their audio channels connected, but should never be connected via the Base Sync portal.
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Understanding Link Quality

The Link Quality (LQ) is a numeric value that provides a real-time metric on the quality of communication between the radio 
in the BaseStation or Remote Transceiver and the radio in the BeltPack.  The LQ serves as a diagnostic tool for proper system 
operation and troubleshooting BeltPacks.  Link Quality indicators can be disabled in the <Tech Menu> of each BeltPack under 
<Diagnostics>.  The default status is “enabled.”

• What should the LQ value be during operation? — There is no exact value that LQ will remain 
at during system operation.  Depending on what degree of outside interference or attenuation 
(blocking) is present, the LQ will fluctuate during normal operation. Fluctuations in LQ can and will 
span a wide range of values, however what is acceptable will vary from game to game.  The lower 
the LQ, the poorer the audio quality will be during operation.  During start-up, within adequate 
range and no outside influences present, the LQ should display “99” which is the highest LQ 
value a BeltPack can have.

• Does LQ apply to both my 2.4GHz and my 900MHz Tempest NG models?  — The LQ is the 
same for both models of Tempest NG; however the 2.4GHz model uses ZSync™ technology which 
provides additional measures to maintain proper LQ at system start-up.  As long as the ZSync components are installed 
properly in your Tempest NG 2.4GHz system, multi-base systems should start-up fine.  Those components consist of the Zero 
Hop Sync Generator and the Base Sync connections.

• What if the LQ on all my NG900 BeltPacks is below “99” at start-up?  — At start-up, two NG900 BaseStation’s 
hopping patterns can initialize on top of one another affecting the LQ.  This is likely the case if the LQ dropped below “99” 
after powering up a 2nd NG900 BaseStation within the system.  Resetting the radio in the 2nd BaseStation will correct this 

conflict.  See the Tempest NG900 Multi-Base Start-up Procedure in this manual for assistance with this process.

• What if the LQ on a single BeltPack is below “99” at start-up?  — This depends on where the BeltPack is located 
at start-up, but if the other BeltPacks on the same BaseStation are at “99” this is a good indication that isolated radio issue 
exists within that BeltPack.  If the LQ value has dropped considerably lower or if that unit is experiencing poor audio quality 
it may require service. 

Tempest NG900 Multi-Base Start-Up Procedure

Note:  This start-up procedure only applies to Tempest NG systems with more than one 900MHz BaseStation. For instruction 

purposes, we will refer to the first/top NG900 BaseStation as “Base A” and the second/bottom NG900 BaseStation as “Base B.”

IMPORTANT:  Once this procedure is complete and the NG900 BaseStations are ready to use, do NOT turn off the power to those 
BaseStations or unplug the Remote Transceivers.  Doing so may result in having to repeat this procedure.  It is okay, however, to 
turn off the wireless BeltPacks after completing the start-up procedure.

• Take the first set of BeltPacks paired to the NG900 Base A approximately 10 yards to one side of the sideline 
trunk/antenna and place them face-up on a table or bench.  

 » It is important to maintain adequate distance between your BeltPacks and the antennas at all times.  Placing any NG900 
BeltPack too close to the antenna(s) could cause desensing to occur and result in poor performance on the NG900 
system. If any NG900 BeltPacks are not in use they should be turned off so not to affect the performance of the other 
NG900 BeltPacks in use.

• Turn ON first set of BPs (no headsets required).

• Take the second set of BeltPacks paired to the NG900 Base B approximately 10 yards to the opposite side of the 
sideline trunk/antenna from where you placed the first set and place them face up on a table or bench.

 Link Quality 
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• Turn ON second set of BeltPacks.

• Power up Base A and observe the LQ at the corresponding set of BeltPacks.  The LQ should read “99” at start-up.  

 » If they do not read “99”, power OFF the BaseStation and be sure no other 900 MHz devices are operating near your 
system.  Antennas on the opposite sideline should not impact your start-up LQ.

 » If they do read “99”, continue on to the next step.

• Power up Base B and observe the LQ on the FIRST set of BeltPacks that correspond to Base A.  

 » If the LQ reads “99”, confirm the LQ for the second set of BeltPacks for Base B is also “99.”  If so, your NG900 BaseStations 
are configured and ready to use.  

 » If the LQ reads anything other than “99”,  follow the next step to reset the radio on Base B.  

• If LQ does not read “99” at start-up, reset the radio on Base B within the “Tech Menu”:

 » On the front of Base B, Press MENU.

 » Press “1-BaseStation Settings”.

 » Scroll to “6-Tech Menu” and press ENT.

 » Press ENT thru Warning Message.

 » Scroll to “3-Diagnostics”.

 » Scroll to “2-Reset Radio” and the “Reset Radio” screen 
will display the LQ values for each of the BeltPacks on 
Base B.

• Press ENT to reset the radio for Base B.  After a few seconds the LQ values on the screen will begin re-initializing.  
This process should only take 4-5 seconds.

 » If the LQ values for Base B are “99”, confirm the LQ for Base A BeltPacks are also “99.”  If so, your NG900 system is ready 
for use.

 » If the LQ values indicate anything other than “99” on Base B, press ENT to reset the radio again for Base B.  Follow step 
7 until the LQ for Base B reads “99” for all of your belts. 

IMPORTANT: While in the “Reset Radio” menu, the audio across 
that BaseStation will be negatively affected; do NOT monitor LQ 
values from this menu during game operation or walk-testing!
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Common Issues and Solutions

Symptom/s Potential Problem/s Corrective Action/s

Failed (WIM) Dry Pair Test Dry pair/stadium wiring If audio is present on line in question and 

quality is good, disregard test failure; if 

not, switch to new pair

Bad patch cable Replace patch cable

Noise/Static/Hum on System or on a 

Channel

Dry pair/stadium wiring Move lines with noise to unused, dry pair

Faulty ground plug Move to another outlet, or apply ground 

isolation adapter to plug

Bad wired accessory such as Wired Belt-

Pack, cable, or headset

Process of elimination: remove items on 

line in question one at a time until prob-

lem disappears

Bad thumbwheel Roll thumbwheel(s) to an unused line

ALL Wireless BeltPacks say “Searching...” 

on LCD

Remote Transceiver incorrectly plugged 

into LAN port of BaseStation

Plug into proper Transceiver port on Bas-

eStation, then power cycle BaseStation

Remote Transceiver cable unplugged at 

BaseStation or at Transceiver

Re-connect

Remote Transceiver cable broken at con-

nector and not secure

Be sure cable “snaps” into each port to 

ensure proper connection; replace cable

No power to BaseStation Check power cables and power ON

Bad Remote Transceiver Send in for service

ONE Wireless BeltPack says “Searching...” 

on LCD

BeltPack paired to wrong BaseStation Pair BeltPack to proper BaseStation

Wrong BaseStation selected at BeltPack Go into BeltPack menu and select correct 

BaseStation

Bad internal radio Send in BeltPack for service

BeltPack (internal) Antenna dislodged Send in BeltPack for service

Crosstalk Dry pair/stadium wiring Try a new, unused pair

Bad wired accessory such as a Wired 

BeltPack, cable, or headset

Process of elimination: remove items on 

combined lines one at a time until cross-

talk disappears

Bad Sideline or Press Box panel (WIM/

WAM)

Isolate to Sideline or Press Box by 

disconnecting dry pair; remove outside 

components from system; if still present, 

contact CoachComm Support

Charger Red LEDs Possible heat issue (safety mechanism) - 

heat indoors

WIM Backlight Out No local power at unit Check power cords or find new outlet

WIM Text not on Display Connected dry pair before power up Disconnect dry pair, power cycle system, 

re-connect dry pair

WIM Indicators Flashing Dry pair/stadium wiring Try a new, unused pair

BaseStation says “No Radio Detected” Bad Transceiver cable, or unplugged Check cable and confirm that it “snaps” 

in during connection

Bad Transceiver If a second Transceiver is present, swap 

for confirmation of bad transceiver; send 

in bad transceiver for service

Ringdown Not Working No power (tone) Check power supply in rear of Sideline  

Unit and make sure it has not come 

unplugged

Dry pair/stadium wiring (no ring) Try a new, unused pair
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Glossary

Dry Pair 
A twisted pair of wires, typically connecting between the pressbox and the sidelines. For the Telex® AudioCom® system operating 
from power on one end only, this wire should be 26 gauge or better.

Sidetone
The user’s own voice folded back into the user’s ear. This adjustment allows for a user to hear more or less of his own voice in his 
headset. If sidetone is turned down, the user can still hear other users but he cannot hear his own voice. If the sidetone is turned 
up too far, the user may cause “feedback” or squealing on his intercom line.

RJ-14
A telephone jack used to make connections with dry pair. By definition, the RJ-14 has two pair (i.e., four wires). It is often 
confused with an RJ-11 (two wires). Some phone technicians will call these RJ-11 4 wire jacks. Please note the unique wiring of 
the RJ-14 for the NG application.

Balanced Audio 
A form of transmitting a wired signal. Balanced systems use two wires for each talk line. The audio is out of phase 180 degrees 
from one wire to the other. In this way, noise can be filtered out more easily. Balanced audio is usually quieter than unbalanced 
audio.

AudioCom® XLR Terminations
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Update the Firmware (with CodeUpdater)

Tempest NG firmware updates are released 
periodically, and equipment should be updated to 
maximize optimal system performance.    Staying up 
to date with the latest firmware ensures that your 
system is equipped with the newest features and 
enhancements that Tempest has to offer.

Tempest uses a proprietary program, CodeUpdater, 
to update firmware in the BaseStation and the 
Beltpack.  Tempest CodeUpdater can automatically 
detect what firmware is currently installed on a unit 
and indicate whether a later version is available.  
Note:  You must have internet access on your PC for 
CodeUpdater to accurately detect the latest released versions 
available.

Connecting Your Beltpack for Updating:

• Be sure the Beltpack is powered OFF.

• Plug in your USB programming cable to your computer first.

• Push and hold the CALL button on the front of the Beltpack and plug in the USB cable to the side USB-A connector 
on the Beltpack. The Beltpack will power ON automatically. Do not release the CALL button until the Beltpack display 
message appears.

Connecting Your BaseStation for Updating:

• Be sure the BaseStation is powered OFF.

• Plug in your USB programming cable to your computer and into the front USB-B on the BaseStation.

• Push and hold the MIC KILL button on the BaseStation front panel and then power ON. Do not release the MIC KILL 
button until the BaseStation display message appears.

Updating Firmware:

• Open Tempest CodeUpdater on your PC.

• Connect the device. CodeUpdater will list the model of the equipment connected next to device.  Only connect one 
device at a time.

• The “Current Version” of firmware will display in CodeUpdater along with the “Latest Version” available (if applicable). 
Note: The PIC firmware version is only applicable to the BaseStation firmware.

• If an update is available check the box under “Upgrade Selection” and click the <Upgrade> button.

• Repeat these steps as needed for each additional Tempest BaseStation or Beltpack unit.
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Appendix B 

Tempest NG Specifications

System 

RF Frequency ............................................................................................2400 to 2483.5 MHz
RF Scheme ................................................................................................FHSS with TDMA
Effective Radiated Power ..........................................................................100 mW (using 2dBi antenna)
Receiver Sensitivity ...................................................................................-90 dBm for 10^(-5) BER
Radio Certification ....................................................................................FCC Part 15.247, ETS 300.328, Canadian RSS-210, license free
Transmission Range ..................................................................................1000’ under ideal conditions (500 ft - 900 ft typical)
Audio Dynamic Range ..............................................................................>94 dB
Audio Frequency Response ......................................................................300 Hz – 3.8 kHz with proprietary audio voice shaping
System Latency .........................................................................................Less than 60ms direct

BaseStation

Intercom Audio Channels .........................................................................8
Full Duplex BeltPacks per BaseStation ......................................................5
Single Duplex, Shared BeltPacks per BaseStation .....................................Unlimited
Antenna Connector Type ..........................................................................N/A
Number of Synchronized BaseStations.....................................................10 
BaseStation / BeltPack Pairing ..................................................................Via supplied Mini jack/cable
Programming Port  ...................................................................................USB 
Player Announce and BeltPack GPO Closures ..........................................6 relays via DA-15
2-Wire Intercom Interface   ......................................................................Two DA-15s with loop through 
2-Wire Compatibility ................................................................................Telex® AudioCom® compatible
Aux Input ..................................................................................................N/A
Aux Output ...............................................................................................N/A 
Player Announce Output  .........................................................................XLR-3M, nominal +4 dB bal, variable, transformer isolated
Front-Panel Headset .................................................................................4-pin male connector, 4-channel access
Microphone Type  ....................................................................................Dynamic or Electret, auto-selected
Front-Panel LCD Display ............................................................................240 x 64 resolution 32 level grayscale
Dimensions  ..............................................................................................2-RU unit, 3.5 x 19.0 x 12 inches  
Weight ......................................................................................................12.85 lbs
AC Power Input .........................................................................................85–260 VAC at 50–60 Hertz  
Operating Environment ............................................................................-20 to 50 C, 10% to 90% Humidity

BeltPack

Intercom Audio Channels  ........................................................................3
Headset Connector ...................................................................................4-pin male
Microphone  .............................................................................................Dynamic or Electret, auto-selected
LCD Display  ..............................................................................................102 x 80 pixels
Antenna ....................................................................................................Internal +2dBi patch
Charger .....................................................................................................input 100-240V, 0.3A, 50-60Hz output  5V, 2.0A
Battery Charging  ......................................................................................Via charger supplied or USB port
Battery Life, Rechargeable Lithium Polymer……… ....................................Approximately 9 hours 
Charge time for Lithium-Polymer battery .................................................2.5 hours from empty
Optional Power .........................................................................................3 Standard AA alkaline cells, 
Battery Life, Alkaline batteries ..................................................................Approximately 3.5 Hours
Dimensions (inches) …………………. ............................................................6.1 h x 4.0 w x 1.75 d 
Weight (with Lithium Polymer battery) ....................................................15.2 oz
Operating Environment ............................................................................-20 to 50 C  10% to 90% Humidity
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Remote Antenna Transceiver

Maximum Distance, Base to Transceiver ..................................................1,500 ft.
Connection to BaseStation .......................................................................CAT-5 standard wiring
BaseStations Supported Per Transceiver ..................................................1
Antenna Connector Type ..........................................................................RP-TNC
Supplied Antenna  ....................................................................................Whip Omni-directional antenna
Dimensions with Antennas (inches) .........................................................12 h x 3.7 w x 1.7 d
Weight (with antennas)  ...........................................................................13.6 oz

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Appendix C 

Tempest NG900 Specifications

System 

RF Frequency ............................................................................................902-928 MHz
RF Scheme ................................................................................................FHSS with TDMA
Effective Radiated Power ..........................................................................250 mW (using 2dBi antenna)
Receiver Sensitivity ...................................................................................-100 dBm for 10^(-5) BER
Radio Certification ....................................................................................FCC Part 15.247, Canadian RSS-210, license free
Transmission Range ..................................................................................1000’ under ideal conditions (500 ft - 900 ft typical)
Audio Dynamic Range ..............................................................................>94 dB
Audio Frequency Response ......................................................................300 Hz – 3.8 kHz with proprietary audio voice shaping
System Latency .........................................................................................Less than 60ms direct

BaseStation

See Tempest NG BaseStation Specifications (Appendix B)

BeltPack

See Tempest NG BeltPack Specifications (Appendix B)

Remote Antenna Transceiver

See Tempest NG Remote Transceiver Specifications (Appendix B)

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Notes


